Friday Features sold in one day during 2020
CARL ERNST 18K Yellow Gold and Peridot Ring, Size 4.5
Appraised for $1795, sold in one day for $899. 02/08/20
Peridot is August’s birthstone, and is a semi-precious gem associated with positivity and
abundant love. This marquise-shaped piece is a mixed/modified brilliant cut and is 2.25
carats. Set in 18k yellow gold, the color contrasts brightly and beautifully. Manufactured in
Wiesbaden, Germany by Carl Ernst, a mid-century German designer, this piece has history and
a life-long story yet to tell.

LOUIS VUITTON 2018 “Daily Pouch” Black and Brown Monogram
Retails for $695, sold in one day for $599. 02/01/20
Whether you use this as an oversized clutch, or to organize your essentials in a larger bag, this
piece is a highly fashionable and functional style. Crafted out of the iconic brown monogram
with a black leather V panel along the top, this slim pouch, from 2018, is an easy grab and go
style that will keep you paired down. Finished with a gold zipper along the top edge and a
black suede lining with one slot pocket.

NAVA ZAHAVI Onyx 24K and Sterling Ring Size 6.75
Retailed for $1150, sold in one day for $599. 02/01/20
Stare into the depths of this pitch black onyx stone and be amazing at how much light can
reflect within its darkness due to the faceted edge. This stone is a large oval shape that
measures 21 mm x 15 mm and is quite a statement for any finger, all while remaining a
wearable neutral. A 24k yellow gold foil bezel is hand formed around this gem and set on top
of a heavy sterling band.

NAVA ZAHAVI Onyx, 24k and Sterling Stud Earrings
Retailed for $400, sold in one day for $199. 02/01/20
If you fell in love with the Onyx ring featured above, then you should definitely consider
grabbing these earrings and completing your set! These small studs are a stunning look for
evening, yet neutral enough to make your everyday pair. Stones measure a 6mm square and
are wrapped in 24k yellow gold foil on a sterling post back.

DAVID YURMAN Sterling and Onyx ‘Infinity Pendant’ Necklace
Retailed for $650, sold in one day for $379. 01/25/20
A powerful stone of protection, black onyx is known for its ability to absorb and transform
negative energy. This piece is a faceted 15mm square cushion cut, set within a sterling silver
“infinity” pendant; the combination creating an amulet of infinite protection in a stunning design.

JAMIE JOSEPH Carnelian Ring in Sterling and 14K, Size 7
Retailed for $745, sold in one day for $399. 01/25/20
“Known as a stone of motivation and endurance, leadership and courage, Carnelians have protected
and inspired throughout history.” This piece, like all of Jamie Joseph’s designs, was expertly
sourced, finely faceted, and set in a 14k yellow gold bezel above a hammered sterling band.

CATHY WATERMAN 22k and Diamond Quatrefoil Flower Earrings
Retailed for $2500, sold in one day for $1300. 01/18/20
Our first of five Cathy Waterman pieces is a stunning and feminine pair of 22k yellow gold and
diamond earrings. A hinged hook back holds a quatrefoil shaped flower that has three small
diamonds within each petal. Waterman’s intricate details are on display here with the finely
etched ball beads that create the edge of each petal.

MALLARY MARKS Multi Colored Sapphire “Spun Sugar” 18k Earrings
Retailed for $1200, sold in one day for $699. 01/18/20
While you typically think of a deep blue when it comes to Sapphires, nature has provided us
with a wide variety of colors in this precious stone. New York based artist, Mallary Marks,
shows that gorgeous range in her “Spun Sugar Collection” that shows delicate sapphires stones
in candy colors hanging from thin 18k gold wires. This pair is designed in a tiered chandelier
style, each earring in the pair unique from the other due to different stones used. Five rows of
small sapphires are arranged along fine gold circle loops that hold a larger briolette cut pink
sapphire at base of each earring.

CHANEL 1987 Gold Shield Brooch
Sold in one day for $299. 01/18/20
Our only vintage piece in this collection of jewelry is this Chanel brooch from the 1987
collection. A gold toned oval shape is formed to resemble a shield of sorts, with the House of
Chanel emblem front and center. The design is etched into the gold to create a black pattern
that features a crown top, an interlocking CC center and three pointed spears at the base. A
solid gold toned edge creates a frame for this piece.

ISABEL MARANT Black and Beige Woven Wool and Leather-Trimmed ‘Dosseh’ Crossbody Bag
Retailed for $990, sold in one day for $399. 01/11/20
A more casual offering, but still at the height of popular French designers, this black and beige
striped woven “Dosseh” crossbody bag by Isabel Marant is a fantastic piece of urban
fashion. Comprised of a durable woven wool, and structured by black leather piped trim and
framed strap, this piece keeps its shape, and the open top is made secure by a hidden
magnet. The interior is lined in cotton canvas with a leather top and trimmed zipper pocket inside.

CHANEL Black Lambskin Leather Pants with Laser-Cut Camellia Details, Size 6-8
Sold in one day for $799. 01/11/20
Chanel meets biker badass in these excellent lambskin leather pants. Eighteen laser-cut
camellias are placed throughout the front of the legs, and a dark silver signature dragon button
adds a touch of the Shanghai influence. Wear with boots or high-top sneakers, an oversized
sweater, and an unapologetically fun and fierce attitude.

CHANEL Black Lambskin Leather Jacket with Laser-Cut Camellia Details and Dragon Buttons,
Retailed for $9400, sold in one day for $1500. 01/11/20
The final offering from the 2010 Shanghai Runway Collection is this amazing laser-cut camellia
lambskin leather jacket. Six camellias comprise the front of this piece, while two more sit at
either cuff. Dark silver trademark dragon buttons fasten down the left side on a slight diagonal
of this Tang-influenced design.

DOROTHEE SCHUMACHER ‘Voyage Comfort’ Reversible Black Leather, Down-Filled Puffer to
Cream Shearling, with Curly Lamb Collar, Size S-M
Retailed for $2640, sold in one day for $899. 01/11/20
A daring yet practical winter coat, this creative piece of designed fashion has two looks in
one! Black weighty lambskin comprises the front of this piece, keeping the cream shearling
inside for warmth, while the sleeves and back make up a quilted down-filled puffer, and a
white curly lamb collar can be laid out flat or buckled up for a warm turtleneck. Reverse the
piece and find that cream shearling with large zippered pockets make a sporty front, still with a
puffer back, and the collar reverses to give just a peek of the curly lamb fur. Stylish and fun,
this coat is sure to keep you warm and your attitude on high this winter season.

CHANEL Dark Brown 2003 “Re-Issue Accordian Flap Purse”
Retailed for $1795, sold in one day for $1000. 01/04/20
Perfectly petite for an evening out, this small, smooth lambskin purse is elegant and
sleek. While it photographs quite black, we assure you the purse is crafted out of a rich dark
brown leather. Gold hardware accent this color perfectly, continuing the opulent aesthetic. We
love the contrasting leather textures on display in this compact shoulder bag. The front flap
features vertical pleating that adds dimension to the main body made of the softest leather that
only Chanel can seem to find. A gold CC etched flip clasp rests front and center and opens wide
in an accordion style with a leather lined interior that includes one zippered pocket.

CHANEL 2004 Black CC Stitched Flap Bag
Sold in one day for $699. 01/04/20
A sophisticated and practical shoulder bag awaits you in this black caviar leather flap bag with
a large tan stitched CC front. Designed with a structured box shape, this purse hangs on a
short shoulder strap, perfectly resting right under the arm. A thick thread is stitched in an
overlapping CC pattern all along the front flap to make a large yet neutrally toned designer
statement. When the flap is opened a large interior pocket is revealed, as well as two puffed
slot pockets along the front side under flap, perfect for storing your keys or cell phone. The
thoughtful organization continues with one final pocket along outside of backside. Interior is
lined in black logo printed satin with one zippered pocket.

GUCCI Dark Brown Leather “Large Sukey Tote”
Retailed for $1645, sold in one day for $699. 01/04/20
This Large Sukey Tote is for the woman who has a lot to haul on her daily routine. While designed
in a way that keeps it slim when not too full, you can unsnap the sides to make all the room to
carry almost any kind of gear. This dark brown mahogany leather is embossed with Gucci’s
signature Guccisima logo print, and has soft pleats throughout the front and back to add a slouchy
structure to this large tote. Gold hardware details are placed throughout the tote most obvious in
the large GG keychain that hangs along the front right side. Hidden snap buttons lay along the
side edges trim to either keep the side panels slim snapped shut or to open them wide on those
gotta-carry-everything days. Top closes with a small snap button and opens to a cream canvas
lining with a dark red and brown horse bit pattern and one large zippered pocket.

GUCCI Brown Logo Printed Belt
Sold in one day for $249. 01/04/20
Logo belts are perfectly on trend right now and we have a great piece to show off that
style. This 1 1/2″ wide belt is detailed with the brown and beige Guccisima logo print with
alternating red and green striped hearts spaced throughout. A large light gold toned GG
buckle rests front and center to break up your outfit with a designer touch

